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Own your writing: You can do this!

Editorial consistency and Baystate digital 
standards

Basic principles of accessibility: SEO, 
mobile content optimization, readability, 
image best practices

Exercise: What would you change on the page?
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Principles of effective web writing, writing with 
purpose and clarity
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Conversion-centered content

Exercise: Translate static content to digital content

Open Q&A time
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Speaking to audiences, user journey pathways, 
and tone of voice



Own Your Writing 

Page goals and opportunities



It’s an interactive communication tool to connect people with information that’s relevant to 

them right now. 

• Every page has two goals: A user goal and a business goal.

• Every page has a focus: Avoid the urge to write everything about a subject on each page.

• Every word, option, and interaction should be carefully thought through and budgeted. 

If the visitor can’t find what they need, they’ll get frustrated and have a poor experience. 

Then they’ll go to a competitor whose experience is better! 



Lead by helping users understand what to do and how to do it.

Instead of leading with:

Blood pressure is the force of blood against the walls of your arteries. Blood pressure should 

be checked often.

Lead with:

Check your blood pressure every two years, especially if you are age 40 or older.



Every page should have a goal that connects users to you

Types of conversions: 

• Direct transaction: user can actively accomplish something (make a purchase, call us, 

email us)

• Indirect transaction: user submits contact information to request that something under 

your control happen in the future (email opt-in)

• Informative transaction: provide user with valuable information (view a training video)



…begins before you write

Ask yourself:

• What situation brought the user to the site? (new baby soon, cancer diagnosis, etc.)

• What direct or indirect decision or action does this page support?

• What, in priority order, to they need in order to make a decision?

Example:

1. To understand that Baystate Health is very good at the things I need.

2. To get a feel for what my experience will be like.

3. To know I am not alone.



Editorial Consistency

Baystate Health digital standards



• Examples available online:

• Style guide

• FAQs

• Training guides

• Templates

• https://www.baystatehealth.org/style

-guide

https://www.baystatehealth.org/style-guide


• Minimally invasive surgery involves smaller incisions, resulting in less scarring and 

discomfort and a quicker return to regular activities.

• When you have your surgery done locally, you stay close to your home and support 

system.



Capitalization

• minimally invasive surgery; da Vinci surgery

Time references

• 1 p.m., not 1:00 p.m., not 1 pm

Commas in a series

• Healthy blood vessels and blood flow are essential to maintaining the health of your heart, 

brain, and body.



I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you 

did, but people will never forget how you made them feel.
– Maya Angelou

Tone will shift from service to service, but all content should be:

• Clear

• Simple

• Concise

• Personal

• Active (vs. passive)

• Less “state-of-the-art” and “nationally recognized leader,” more real examples.



Principles of Accessibility

Creating accessible web and mobile readability



Web accessibility refers to the inclusive practice of removing 

barriers that prevent interaction with, or access to websites, by 

people with disabilities.



56.7 million people, or 1 in 5, have a 

disability.

• Visual

• Auditory

• Cognitive

• Mobile

Nearly 1 in 5 People Have a Disability in the U.S., Census Bureau Reports

Disability

https://www.census.gov/newsroom/releases/archives/miscellaneous/cb12-134.html


We all are responsible for web accessibility, and it’s an ongoing effort.

Design Designers

CodeDevelopers

Content
Authors & 
Editors



Provide text alternatives for any non-text content so that it can be changed into other forms 

people need, such as large print, braille, speech, symbols or simpler language.

Tips to Make it Accessible:

A short text alternative can be provided within the “alt” attribute of the “img” element or in 

content adjacent to the image.

Alt Text Must:

• Accurately represent content and function of the image.

• Be succinct, usually no more than a few words.

Avoid providing the same information as text near the image or use phrases like "image of ..." 

or "graphic of ..." to describe the image.

Benefits of Alt Text:

• It’s read by search engines and helps search engine optimization efforts



If I could not use this image, what would I put in its place? 

• Is it purely decorative? If so, no alt text needed.

• Does it add meaning? If so, what is the content and function conveyed?

How would I describe this image to someone over the phone?

• Consider how text and links near the image would affect your description.

• Consider how charts and graphs could be described and conveyed with just words.



• Use actual text, and avoid putting text in images 

• Requires additional alt text

• Doesn’t scale as well for mobile

• Avoid use of All CAPs

• Screen readers sometimes spell out individual letters if a word in all CAPS, mistaking it 

for an abbreviation

• Generally harder to read for everyone

• Type Size

• Scalable with a minimum of 14px



• Words like “Click here” or the word “link.”

• Overly lengthy link descriptions.

• Presenting duplicate links to the same resource on a page.

• URLs as links. (e.g., Find all conditions we treat vs.

https://www.baystatehealth.org/services/orthopedics/conditions-treatment)

https://www.baystatehealth.org/services/orthopedics/conditions-treatment


Provide captions for video

• Helps those with less fluency understand the content

• Allows for engagement in loud environments (i.e., the gym or doctor’s office)

• Synchronized – display at the same time as audio

• Equivalent – convey the same meaning

• Accessible – available to anyone who needs it

Provide transcripts for video and audio formats

• This is in addition to captioning videos

• Particularly important if visual elements aren’t described verbally in the video

• Makes video and audio content searchable which enhances SEO efforts and rankings



On-Page Features for Writers

Layout, call-outs vs. inline CTAs, shared content elements, and styles



Hero

Nav

H1

H2

Inline CTA

Callout CTA

Location 
boxes

Taxonomy 
content



Nav

H1

H2

Inline CTA

Callout CTA

Taxonomy 
content



Taxonomy-driven content



Responsive Design

Without responsive design:

Content is presented the same way on all 

devices – the screen just resizes

With responsive design:

Content reflows by device + images resize 

automatically + interaction elements 

(buttons, drop-downs, etc.) become easier 

to use on mobile

CTA

Header image caption

CTA





Benefits

• Easy to scan

• Tighten and shorten pages that require a lot of information

Downsides

• Increase interaction cost

• Force people to click on headings to display full content 

• Hide content behind navigation diminishes people’s awareness of it

• Not optimal for printing

• Limited label length 



What content could/should not 

become accordions?

• YES: Items that can be 

considered “one-off” 

information, such as FAQs, 

non-related list items

• NO: Items that are meant to be 

compared, such as surgical 

options or steps in a sequence 



• You don’t want to be “that service line” with the boring pages 

• Your internal clients will notice that other service lines use page features, so make sure 

you do, too! 

• Delight your clients instead of disappointing them by making optimal use of: 

• CTAs and callouts 

• Images and other media 

• Hero content as applicable 

• Scannable subheadings 

• Accordions as appropriate



It’s All Content.

Text, images, and page features work together to form 
a cohesive, user-centric, conversion-focused pathway.



Exercise: What Would You Change?

Let’s look at a few examples from other sites and 
discuss opportunities for:

CTAs

Images

Content structure improvements



Nondescript H1. What kind of 
rehab are we talking about?

What’s the next step? Where do I go 
from here?

Mixed POV: The Rehabilitation Institute of 
Ohio vs. We

No imagery — nothing to draw visual 
interest.

Wordy sentences focused on the 
organization, not the consumer.



This feels shoehorned in here. 
It’s not cohesive with the 
surrounding text.

Unnecessary use of accordions. 
Too many clicks for necessary 
information!

Missed opportunity to lead 
with expertise. 

What’s the next step? 
Where do I go from here?





Speaking to Audiences, User Journey 
Pathways, and Tone of Voice



• From search engines (Google)

• Organically / directly

• From social media

• From external links (ads, news media links)



Recently Diagnosed

• Scared and worried

• Looking for reassurance 

that you have the 

expertise to care for 

them

• Possibly looking for a 

second opinion

Current Patients

• Maybe confused – a lot 

of information to take in 

at each appointment

• Looking for clarification

• Possibly looking for other 

treatments, support, 

answers to questions, 

what to expect

Loved Ones

• Worried and actively 

supportive

• Looking for what to 

expect information

• Possibly looking for 

support, answers to 

questions



Recently Diagnosed

• Your expertise, high on 

the page

• Clear, relevant, 

actionable CTAs

• Call Us/Contact Us

• Request an 

Appointment

Current Patients

• Some clarification of 

tests, treatments, etc.

• Support and what to 

expect information

• Answers to FAQs about 

tests, treatments, and 

recovery

• Patient stories, clear 

paths to information, 

relevant CTAs

Loved Ones

• Some clarification of 

tests, treatments, etc.

• Educational resources 

and what to expect 

information

• Patient stories, clear 

paths, relevant CTAs

• Reassurance that their 

loved one will get the 

best care



Principles of Effective Web Writing



• Will transform website into an interactive online destination providing:

• Location-specific services and providers based on proximity

• Progressively personalized information on providers, health services, wellness topics, and 

classes as patient engages with the site

• Streamlined, satisfying mobile experience

Pre-visit
Care 
site

Post-
visit



Good web writing:

• Lets your site visitors “grab and go”

• Answers your site visitors’ questions

• Embodies your voice and tone

• Is easy to understand

• Improves search engine optimization (SEO)

• Encourages further use – now or on a return visit



• Break your text into short sections (index cards)

• Write descriptive headings

• Start with your key messages

• Write concise, understandable sentences

• Use lists, accordions and tables

• Write meaningful links

• Include clear calls to action



• Localized differentiators

• Springfield

• Regional differentiators

• Massachusetts

• Western Massachusetts

• New England



• Keep short – ideally less than 90 characters

• Make descriptive

• Use hyphens

• Avoid unnecessary or duplicate words

• Not case-sensitive



• Follow principles of good web writing

• Complete meta data fields

• Add text for image and video content

• Use meaningful link text

• Nest header tags properly



Every search engine – Google, Bing, Yahoo – starts its 
guidelines here. 

The bottom line is: Write for real people. 
• Write content that is easy to read.
• Give search engines cues as to what your content is 

about to make it easy to find.



• In Browser Titles

• At least once, preferably close to the beginning

• In Meta Descriptions

• At least once, but don’t compromise readability of description by packing it with 

keywords

• Near Top of Page

• Once prominently near the top of the page (H1 typically a good choice. Remember, the 

H1 is what appears as the page name.)

• Within Body Copy

• At least 2-3 times, including variations, in the body copy and links



• Google now allows snippets of up to 300 characters (including spaces)

• Use the same main keyword as used in the browser title

• Create unique descriptions for each and every page

• Page table location:



• H1s should be unique and relevant

• These should contain your main keyword

• Use it close to the beginning when you can

• H2 can be a deeper dive into H1

• If your H1 is “Diabetes Nutrition Services,” your H2 could be “Nutrition Counseling and 

Support for People With Diabetes”

• Don’t feel obligated to use H3 to H6 tags for SEO purposes



-Elon Musk



• Bariatric surgery – an operation on the stomach and/or intestines that helps patients lose 

weight.

• Cardiac catheterization – a procedure to examine how well your heart is working. A thin, 

hollow tube called a catheter is inserted into a large blood vessel that leads to your 

heart.

• Lymphedema – a type of swelling, most often caused by removal or damage to the lymph 

nodes during cancer treatment.



• Why is this important?

• Does it apply to me?

• What’s involved?

• How long will it take?

• What will I learn?

• Where can I do this?

• How do I get started?



1. Minimally invasive surgery involves smaller incisions, resulting in less scarring and 

discomfort and a quicker return to regular activities.

2. When you have your surgery done locally, you stay close to your home and support 

system.



Surgical treatment is used to promote drainage of the sinuses. The natural drainage path of 

the sinuses is re-established by the removal of swollen membranes, polyps and infected 

secretions. Baystate's minimally invasive sinus surgery capabilities have reached a higher level 

of precision through a new image-guided navigation system. With this system, we can perform 

a more accurate surgical technique for patients with extensive sinus disease, and our patients 

report fewer complications and a quicker recovery.



The doctor may use an endoscope (a thin lighted telescope) to better view the internal 

structures of the nose. Depending on your situation, other diagnostic procedures, such as x-

rays, CT scans, and allergy testing may be needed.

Your doctor may use a thin, lighted telescope called an endoscope to see inside your nose. 
You may need other tests, such as allergy testing, CT scans, or X-rays.



Build trust through supporting content

Support your credibility with explanations, statistics, patient stories, quality awards, etc. 



Jargon is the specialized language of a 

discipline

• It will not help you communicate with 

the general public

• It restricts your ability to build 

relationships with web audiences



State the most important information 

first

• This includes patient-centric 

differentiators

• Add supporting information in 

order of importance

• Apply this style to each page and 

paragraph

Most Important

Less Important

Least 
Important



We run usability and eye-tracking studies 

that show that people scroll when 

information is valuable and properly 

formatted for scanning.

• The first two paragraphs must state the 

most important information 

• Start subheads, paragraphs, and bullet 

points with information-carrying words



The page is the right length when you have met the needs of your audience

• One topic per page

• Structure page content to help users easily scan

• Use headers, subheads and bulleted lists

• Avoid prepositions and articles

• Use accordions or tabs for topical groups if topic headings are strong (information 

scent)

• If a page is very long and all content is crucial, break up the page into multiple pages



Paragraphs

• Lead with most important information

• Convey one concept or idea

• Use small, easily digestible blocks of text

Sentences

• Begin with the most important terms

• Minimize clauses: each sentence should communicate a single idea 

• If you must use compound sentences, mix them with simple sentences

• Avoid that, who and which clauses 

• Avoid prepositions and transitional words



Clear, concise H1s, H2s, and H3s organize the content into scannable sections so visitors 

don’t have to read the whole page.

The best headlines and subheadings are:

• Short

• Introductory

• Front-loaded with keywords

• Scannable



• Use most important words for each bullet first

• Structure bullets consistently (e.g., started every bullet with a verb)

• Break longer lists into two columns



Links within ion-page content tell search engines there is additional, relevant content available 

for a given keyword.

Users can predict what will happen if they follow a link

• Use action terms for link text and explain what users will find 

Example: Get driving directions

In-text links automatically stand out and are scanned 

• They should support the page message and inverted pyramid

• Use sparingly; too many make text unreadable



Global links also help mobile users – they don’t need to rely on menus to access key parts 

of the site

Primary nav

Proximity nav



Think about the user’s intent when you select words

• Use a mix of key terms and phrases in body copy (e.g., heart and cardiac)

• Avoid pages with thin content 

• Those with 150+ words have a better chance of being indexed by Google

Active verbs spark more conversions than passive verbs

• Which of these is more actionable?

• Baystate researchers participate in national clinical trials that study potential new 

treatment methods and contribute to the advancement of science.

• Find leading research and discover treatment options tailored to your unique condition.



Goal: Make Conversions Easier
Every campaign has a goal, process, and workflow. 

So does every site visitor!



Conversions!

• But that doesn’t always equal “request an 

appointment.” 

• It looks different for specific sections, 

pages, personas and visitor needs.

• We’ll work through all of these goals with 

you, backed by more than a decade of 

healthcare digital strategy expertise.



1. Know the Journey: Thoroughly understand the journey to page/topics from search, 

through the filter of intent.

2. Lead With Expertise: Patients in the research phase have options in the local and national 

marketplace. Make expertise and credibility known right away.

3. Improve Reading Experience: Help readers navigate information with clear structural cues 

and visual markers.

4. Eliminate Unnecessary Information: Optimize for SEO and explain 

procedures/tests/diseases from the authority of the organization, but reduce unnecessary 

or obvious information. Provide greater clarity.





Example

What does conversion-centered content look like?



https://www.henryford.com/services/
behavioral-health/addiction

• Leads with expertise, locality in H1, H2, 

intro

• Provides direct CTAs up front

• Natural next steps up front as well:

• My type of addiction

• Treatment options

• Deeper information below the fold, rich 

with inline links

• Ready to send traffic here today! And 

works long-term to provide relevant 

information for all personas.

https://www.henryford.com/services/behavioral-health/addiction










• Let’s write a page together!

• In small groups, review the handout of 

Plastic Surgery content

• Then, your group will craft a page that 

includes:

• H1s and H2s

• Conversion-centered content

• Image ideas

• Proper tone and voice

• Clear user journey pathway

• Prompt: The audience is Amber, a 35-
year-old breast cancer survivor interested 
in breast reconstruction.



• What will snag the Amber’s interest?

• To which business goal can we tie this story?

• What is the next logical step for Amber?

• What details can we add to “lead with expertise” without sounding salesy?

• What can we include that isn’t listed in the notes?

• What photos can we use?



• Google.com/trends: Quick reference for 

keyword comparison, SEO phrasing, 

trending topics

• Moz.com: Similar to Google Trends

• Hashtagify.com: Search and compare 

popular hashtags 

• Twitter: Search trending topics people are 

talking about and searching for online

• Reading level indicators: In Word, run a full 

spelling/grammar check and the reading 

level will populate in a pop-up box when 

complete



Open Q&A

What’s on your mind?




